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[MagickEye9] wrote:
“Thanks for this post very interesting. I have a question, when you say the jews have a unhealthy unconscious urge to self-destruct, would you say this is going to be their undoing so as long as we continue to do our part in stopping them, or is this a inevitable conclusion of them all together?”

The jews are like a deadly virus and a parasite. A parasite or virus doesn't have genuine will to live such as a healthy and sane life form. It doesn't have any reason to exist other than just to keep existing, which has to do only with one thing: that is to wear down other life forms and destroy them, take them over and then move to the next one. It drains and steals the will of life from other life forms, in the form of blood or by living within them and using their mechanisms to replicate and give itself existence. When this is not present, the virus can't do anything but die, same as the parasite. Its purpose is not higher than this, neither its meant to advance to anything else or anything great in itself.

Parasites also always come up with strange, unclean and crazy ways to attach to their victims, most revolving around robbing their victim of the will/ability and the sense necessary to absolve themselves of the parasite, or even forming a fake sense of co dependency or even sense of fake sense "empowerment" which is, in fact, weakness in the host. Then the removal can be also deadly and the list goes. This has to do with illusions in the senses and the defenses of the victim. This is done by either a wound let's say, that happened out of some other reason. A shattering of defenses. Then, the inability to react. As this process goes, the body itself is eaten away by the virus and then it’s moved in such way as to spread the Virus. The Virus or parasite influences the thinking process in such way that the victim is not any more aware of what is going on. This could be the devout xians for instance.

This is the nature for the parasites and viruses. Get too close and you are set off to stop existing. The jew is hundredfold more insane than this even, but works upon these set patterns and once you know it is, it’s easy to understand.
The parallels are easy to understand. The Virus is the Jew. The Virus uses the replication and reproduction powers of the cells, let's say, it sticks itself on our civilization, tenets, ethics and steals our spiritual practices, economy etc. It reproduces and uses these that they found in tainted ways, no different than how for instance Jewsus is stolen from the Pagan Gods and Myths. They never understand anything and they only inject inferior DNA into the cells of Humanity, but when the infection goes for too long, cells are taken over and original memories are lost. Then the Virus can state they are actually the "correct" state of existence, stating that if they are removed, you will die too, for instance. The cells do have some sort of memory of when they were healthy, which is deeply rooted in our Ancient Traditions and other things, which the Jews try to destroy as this is what will show them as the Virus they are. Satan is the source of that.

As for the Virus, it does everything it can to not only infect, but to take over and become what it has infected, or to better say, use it so it can survive. It will portray whatever necessary to keep existing, make all the necessary movements for this to happen. That you two are meant to exist together, or some other insanity, that it's bad to get rid of it, or that you will be powerless against it or without odds to survive, because everyone else is infected- whatever insanity. Like any genuine parasite, it will react only when its discovered and only after its faced with opposition by the host's will to survive. Then it will guide vicious attacks, many times using the body on its own or what it has taken over as a weapon against the body. What it uses the body doesn't treat as the body itself in most cases, and it goes down with the virus itself. As for getting in, it always uses some sort of illusion or robbing of senses and defenses to get in, stay in and kill the victim, cheat the defenses and so on. Let's say, social Marxism, or Aryan "Christianity", "Equality" or any other nonsense. The Virus will use the DNA history of the cells it had stolen, as proof that it's right to exist with the virus. It will try to turn other cells into infected cells to spread its influence. Unless the body defenses can look into information prior to the infection and recreate the healthy cell, the body will die. This is why the Jews want to erase history and especially History before them, while at the same time they state they are the "source" of everything and are forcing everyone to slavishly worship them etc.

When they are "in", they make everything to make themselves needed in the sense of false parasitic dependency while draining their hosts of the powers and the abilities to do things themselves. On one hand, they rob the abilities of the cell, on the other, they replicate false information and with the correct information, they are basically making themselves needed. Because the Cell needs...Itself, its own blood essence, which the Jewish virus has always been stealing from itself.
The jew then stands as a mediator for this and they parasitize and put in "taxation" every drop of this essence of life, which otherwise belong to the cell itself. "You either work for the Virus, or you will not survive, Mr. weak Cell. Now go attack other cells and spread me, would you. Make me famous and strong, would you. You did the mistake of letting me in, now do what I say, or die, by your own power". –Jewish Virus

The cell needs its own life force to live and the jew is stealing it, or even selling it to it, or making the body enslaved if it is to use it, metaphorically speaking. Since the cell cannot go against the will to survive, it must eventually succumb, to basically, the power of its own self. And this happens socially, politically and extends everywhere in Gentile life. In fact, these abilities and everything the Virus does and IS, is actually due to the host and the life the host gives.

This deadly Virus can only be successful if the defenses of the body are fooled, the body cannot run into genetic information prior to the infection to fix the damage, if the defenses remain low and if the body becomes still plagued by the illusion of not being infected etc.

So long these factors come in, as in ignorance and weakness, the enemy survives and can hide. Once these are removed and abolished, the Virus will be revealed for what it is and for what weakling it is. It will try to make the body suffer while it undergoes the healing process and depending on how deep it has gone, it will torture it and try to take it down with them. This is the Samson option of the jews, where the people if they try to disobey them, they want to murder and destroy.

If the body survives, it will form antibodies and the infection will not happen again. If not, the Virus will just spread and keep spreading until everyone is dead and it has fulfilled its purpose. Which paradoxically, kills too the Virus in the end. Because, its purpose was only to inflict exist and its only way of existing was to inflict death. Then, it fulfills its purpose and becomes the means to its own way. Dead. The Virus can live or die, but it will only lead itself to self-destruction. It’s just that, one route is slower and the other is faster. It’s made for death, to inflict death and misery and its purpose is nothing more than that.

This is the source of the unconscious need to self-destroy for the racial jew. It’s their existential purpose turned inwards, nothing more.

The way jews act is actually, one and the same with parasites and deadly viruses. This is far from a coincidence.
Now what Satan and the Gods have to state about this Virus and getting cured from it, in all its effects and forms?

"WE are the Antibiotic." -Lilith

Take your antibiotics now before it's too late...
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